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I help software teams understand 

software architecture, 

technical leadership and 

the balance with agility



Software architecture 
needs to be more 

accessible



Free!



I code too
⇧ ; - ⇧ 0



What is software 
architecture?



The software 

architecture role



Designing 
software



Communicating 
design



Documenting 
software



Agility 
and the essence of 

software architecture



What is software 
architecture?



Defining 
software architecture



What is “architecture”?



As a noun... 

Structure 
The definition of something in terms of 

its components and interactions



As a verb... 

Vision 
The process of architecting; 

making decisions based upon business goals, 
requirements and constraints, 

plus being able to communicate this to a team



Types of architecture
Application 
Business 
Data 
Enterprise 
Hardware 
Information 
Infrastructure 
Network 
Platform 

Performance 
Security 
Software 
Solution 
System 
Technical 
Technology 
Web 
...



Enterprise Architecture 
Structure and strategy across people, process and technology

System Architecture 
High-level structure of a software system (software 

and infrastructure; components, services, etc)

Application 
Architecture 

The internal structure of an 
application (classes, 

components, design patterns)Software 
architecture{ /// <summary> 

/// Represents the behaviour behind the ... 
/// </summary> 
public class SomeWizard : AbstractWizard 
{ 
    private DomainObject _object; 
    private WizardPage _page; 
    private WizardController _controller; 

    public SomeWizard() 
    { 
    } 

    ... 

}



Grady Booch 
http://www.handbookofsoftwarearchitecture.com/index.jsp?page=Blog&part=2006

What is design?

As a noun, design is the named structure or 
behaviour of a system whose presence resolves 

... a force on that system. 

A design thus represents one point 
in a potential decision space.



Grady Booch 
http://www.handbookofsoftwarearchitecture.com/index.jsp?page=Blog&part=2006

What is design?

All architecture is design, 
but not all design is 

architecture.



Grady Booch 
http://www.handbookofsoftwarearchitecture.com/index.jsp?page=Blog&part=2006

What is design?

Architecture represents the 

significant decisions, 
where significance is measured 

by cost of change.



Significant 
decisions 

can rarely be 
eliminated, 
but they can 
be moved.Relational 

Database

Web Application

Database Abstraction Layer (e.g. ORM)

Another abstraction layer



Is software architecture 
important?



Is software architecture 

important?



Chaos!
Does the team understand what they are building and how they are building it?



Chaos!
Does the team understand what they are building and how they are building it?

No defined structure, 
inconsistent approaches, 

big ball of mud, 
spaghetti code, ...

STOP
Slow, insecure, unstable, unmaintainable, 

hard to deploy, hard to change,  
over time, over budget, ...



Shared vision of 

TL; DR
Software 

Architecture 

Document



Shared vision of 

what?!



Software architecture 
helps introduce 

structure 

and vision



What is software architecture?

Architecture is about 

structure 

and vision

Software architecture 
needs to consider 

software and 

infrastructure

Architecture is 

costly to 
change

Software architecture 
allows us to 

introduce 
structure and vision



The software 

architecture role



Seeing the 

big picture



How would you organise a 

software team of 8-10 people? 

What does your ideal team look like? 

What are people’s roles and 

responsibilities?



Software architect as team leader

Software Architect

Project Manager

Software Developer Software DeveloperSoftware Developer



Software ArchitectProject Manager

Software Developer

Software Developer

Software Developer

Software DeveloperSoftware Developer

Project Manager and Software Architect as peers



Project Manager, Software Architect 
and Product Owner as peers

Software ArchitectProject Manager

Software Developer

Software Developer

Software Developer

Software DeveloperSoftware Developer

Product Owner



Cross-functional 
and 

self-organising

Software Developer Software Developer Software Developer Software Developer



The software architecture role is 

different 

to the lead developer role



It’s about the 

big picture



System A 
A bespoke system

Architect 1 Architect 2 Architect 3

System B 
A commercial, off-the-shelf 

product

Let’s make this the 
master system...

No, let’s make that the 
master system...

But how do we join data?

I’m sure they support 
a web services 

interface.

Why don’t we just 
sync the databases every 

day?

Surely this is a 
messaging solution?

That’s just never 
going to work!

How about them both 
being the master?

We can’t do that, we 
have a network policy 

preventing it.

Let’s make this the 
master system...

No, the vendor 
won’t do that.

Doesn’t matter, my idea 
is better.

Surely we must be able 
to simplify this!?!

OMG ... why is this so 
hard!?!

That’s ****, we’re 
doing it this way.

Stop!



Abstract Specific

As software developers, the 

code 

is usually our main focus

Lines of code 
Classes, functions 
Design patterns 

Unit tests 
Refactoring



Abstract Specific

Sometimes you need to 

step back 

from the IDE

Lines of code 
Classes, functions 
Design patterns 

Unit tests 
Refactoring



It can feel uncomfortable 
letting go of the

K E Y B O A R D



Software architecture is a 

post-technical 
career



It’s a technical 
leadership role 

(somebody needs to steer the ship continuously)



Learn how to step back and 

see the big picture



The software 

architecture role 
and coding



The 

low-level 
details 

are important



Top 10 traits of a 

rockstar 
software 
engineer

1. Loves to code

2. Gets things done

3. Continuously refactors code

4. Uses design patterns

5. Writes unit tests

6. Leverages existing code

7. Focuses on usability

8. Writes maintainable code

9. Can code in any language

10. Knows basic computer science

11. Understands “why” and “how”

http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/top_10_software_engineer_traits.php



Is that 
how we are 

going to 
build it?

Will it 
work?



The people designing software 

must 
understand 
technology 

(all decisions involve a trade-off)



Should software architects write 

code 
on software projects?



Don’t code 

all 

of the time!



Software architects 
must be 

master builders
Coding is a great way to retain these 

skills, plus it reduces many of the 
problems associated with ivory tower 

architecture approaches



Soft skills



Software architecture is about 

technical 

and 

soft skills



What sort of soft skills 

does a software architect need?



Software Architect

Leadership 

Communication 

Influencing 

Negotiation 

Collaboration 

Coaching and Mentoring 

Motivation 

Facilitation 

Political



How do you learn to 
deal with people? 

:-/



Talking with Tech Leads 
From Novices to Practitioners 

Patrick Kua

Notes to a Software Team Leader 

Roy Osherove



The irresponsible architect

Cross-site scripting attacks 
possible; weak passwords 
allowed; HTTP sessions 

didn’t timeout; ...

Basic functionality errors; 
little or no quality 

assurance; rework required 
late in the project because 

of assumptions; ...

No non-functional testing 
(e.g. penetration testing or 

load testing); ...

No documentation; ...



Be proactive 
and 

lead by example



Technical 

leadership



Architectural 
Drivers 

Understanding the goals; 
capturing, refining and 

challenging the requirements 
and constraints

Coding 
Involvement in the 

hands-on elements of 
the software delivery

Quality 
Assurance 

Introduction and adherence 
to standards, guidelines, 

principles, etc

Designing 
Software 

Creating the technical 
strategy, vision and roadmap

Technical 
Risks 

Identifying, mitigating and 
owning the technical risks to 
ensure that the architecture 

“works”

Architecture 
Evolution 

Continuous technical 
leadership and ownership of 
the architecture throughout 

the software delivery

The software architecture 

role



Experience is a good gauge, 
but you need to look deeper

Software Developer Software Architect

Are you a software architect?



Software architecture introduces 

control?



Chaos!
Does the team understand what they are building and how they are building it?



1. Agree on some things 
2. Put some boundaries 
and guidelines in place 
3. Make the implicit, 

explicit



Software Architect

Software Developers

Control 
Guidelines, consistency, 

discipline, rigour, boundaries, 
...

Feedback 
“I don’t understand why...” 

“How should we...” 
“I don’t like the way that...”



Developer Developer Developer Developer Developer

G
ap

Architect

Sits in an ivory tower

Focusses on the 
low level detail



Collaborating and 
sharing

Architecturally 
aware

Software Architect

Software Developer

Reduced gap



 Most importantly, 

rockstar engineers believe in 

simplicity and 

common sense



Software architecture 

is not a rank!



Implementing 

the role



Depth 
Deep hands-on technology 

skills and knowledge

Breadth 
Broad knowledge of 
patterns, designs, 

approaches, technologies, 
non-functional requirements, 
different ways of working, etc 

... 
options and trade-offs

Generalising

Sp
ec

ia
lis

t



Sp
ec

ia
lis

t

Generalising

Generalising 
specialist



Sp
ec

ia
lis

t

Generalising

Generalising 
specialist 

+ specialist(s)



Generalising

Sp
ec

ia
lis

t

Generalist + 
specialist



Generalising

Sp
ec

ia
lis

t

Generalist + 
specialist(s)



Software Architect

How can I write 
code when I have 

seven teams 
to look after?!



Central Architecture Group



Every software 
development team 

needs a 
master builder

1 or many



What are the pitfalls for people 

new to the software architecture role? 

What advice would you give them?



How would you 

define 
the software 

architecture role 
in your team?

The role
Responsibility 1 

Responsibility 2 

Responsibility 3 

... 
Task 1 
Task 2 
Task 3 
...



We need to grow the 

software architects 

of tomorrow



The software architecture role

A software architect 
looks after the 

big picture

It’s a technical 
leadership 
role that includes 
collaboration 
and coaching

Software architects 
need technical depth 

and breadth plus 

good soft skills

Ideally architects 
should code, but they 
should certainly be a 

master builder



Designing 
software



Requirements



(003) As a business cu
stomer, I 

want to lo
gin so th

at I can manage 

my bank ac
counts online

. 

Priority: M
ust

(009) As a personal customer I want to download statements for the last three months. 
Priority: Must

Requirements drive architecture 
(understand them at a high-level)



Kevlin Henney

How many elephants 
did you see at the zoo? 

How many non-elephants?



Performance 
Scalability 
Availability 
Security 
Disaster Recovery 
Accessibility 
Monitoring 
Management 
Audit 
... 

Flexibility 
Extensibility 
Maintainability 
Interoperability 
Legal 
Regulatory 
Compliance 
i18n 
L10n 
...

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Quality Attributes



Understand how to 

capture  them



Understand how to 

refine them

What level of availability do you want?

Software Architect

How much downtime can you tolerate 
and what are the consequences?

Software Architect



Consider the 

acceptance 
criteria 

for non-functional requirements



Understand how to 

challenge them

Are you sure you need 24x7 availability?

Software Architect

Okay, well the cost implications are…

Software Architect



What quality attributes would you expect to 

capture for the financial risk system? 

http://bit.ly/sa4d-risksystem



Learn about and understand the 
(often complex) quality attributes 

in order to build 

sufficient 
foundations



Constraints



Software lives in the real world, 
and the real world has 

constraints



What constraints 

might affect software architecture? 

Are they all bad?



Time & budget

Larger scope = higher cost 
and longer timescales

Small scope = low cost and short 
timescales 

Cost

Scope

Time



Technology 
(e.g. approved technology lists, existing licenses, existing systems, 

technical debt, interoperability, product maturity, common protocols, 
local standards, public standards, open source policies/licenses, 

vendor “relationships”, etc)



People  
& skills 

(e.g. team size, lead time, future availability, training, specialists, etc)



Other 
(e.g. legal/compliance, tactical vs strategic imperatives, company politics, 

past failures, internal intellectual property, etc)



Beware that constraints 
can drive the architecture 

more 
than the requirements



Constraints can be 

prioritised
You need a system built 

quickly
It’s possible if we don’t use the 

approved technology list



Understand what the constraints are, 
who imposed them, 

why they are being imposed and  

how they affect the 
architecture



Principles



Principles 

are the things you want to 

adopt 

because they help introduce 

consistency



What principles 

have you seen applied to software projects? 

Are they all good?



Architectural layering, no business logic in 
views, no database access in views, 

interfaces, dependency injection, high 
cohesion, low coupling, SOLID, ACID, DRY, 

stateless components, rich domain model, 

always use stored procedures, 
never use stored procedures, don’t reinvent the 

wheel, ...



Make sure principles are 

realistic 

and don’t have a 

negative impact



Designing 
software



1. Current Situation

We have an existing Internet Banking offering that allows customers to securely view 

information about their bank accounts held with us via the web. Although we were one of the 

first to market with such a product, the system itself is a number of years old now and a series 

of problems has been identified during a consulting exercise that we recently initiated. In 

summary:

• The system only provides customers with read-only access to information about their 

bank accounts. This includes account balances, recent transactions and recent 

statements.

• The information presented to customers is slightly out-of-date, because information from 

the core banking system is exported to the website on a nightly basis.

• Transactional requests are not possible through the site, with customers instead sending 

a secure message to the call centre with their request instead. This process is open to 

abuse and fraud.

• The number of features supported by the offering is limited.

• The technology is no longer seen as “leading edge”, is hard to enhance and costly to 

maintain. In addition, the technology has reached “end of life” and is no longer 

proactively supported by the vendor.

• The system doesn’t meet current website accessibility standards.

In a recent survey, our Internet Banking system was perceived as poor in terms of the user 

experience and the level of information available through the website. With our competitors 

now offering fully transactional systems, there is a risk that we will lose business.

2. Vision

The board have given us the go-ahead to initiate a project to replace the current Internet 

Banking system, which will need to coincide with the corporate rebranding that will be taking 

place in 12 weeks. The replacement system should:

• Provide customers with real-time access to information about their bank accounts.

• Provide customers with the ability to perform common transactions through the website. 

This includes making payments, setting up standing orders, transferring money and so on.

• Provide customers with a rich user experience.

• Meet current website accessibility standards.

• Be developed using the new corporate website design guidelines.

Big Bank plc
Internet Banking System

Options

Software 
ArchitectureRequirements

Functional Requirements 
Non-functional Requirements 

Constraints 
Principles



How do you 

design software? 

(techniques, approaches, tools, etc) 



Design a software solution for 
the financial risk system 

The deliverable is one or more 
large diagrams on flip chart paper 

to describe your solution



Questions
Will we receive all of the trade data 
each day? 
What sort of interface do the TDS and 
RDS have; how do we get the data? 
What are the “calculations”? 
Does the bank have technology X? 
Can we use technology Y? 
...



What’s been challenging 
about the exercise so far? 



Don’t simply focus on the code; 
always ask what the 

major forces 

are on the system and 
how your architecture resolves them



Designing software

Requirements 
drive architecture

Understand the desired 

quality 
attributes 
to build sufficient 

foundations 

Environment 

constraints 
can also influence 

software architecture 

Don’t forget to agree on 

some principles 
for the team to follow



Communicating 
design



We have a failure to 

communicate



What’s been 
challenging about 

the exercise?



People expect to present their designs and therefore 
information is still 

stuck in their heads

10111010101
10100110111
10111010100
10101011011



The diagram 
isn’t self-evident, 
but we’ll explain it



Review the diagrams

3 things we like 

about the diagrams 3 things we think would 
improve the diagrams

3 things we like 
about the diagrams
3 things we like 

about the diagrams

3 things we think would improve the diagrams

3 things we think would 

improve the diagrams

(focus on the communication of the solution 
rather than the solution itself)





NoUML 
diagrams?



In my experience, 
software teams 
aren’t able to 

effectively 
visualise the 

software 
architecture 

of their systems



We can visualise our process...

...but not our 
software!



Moving fast in the 
same direction 

requires good 
communication



Ineffective 
sketches







Are these 

effective 
sketches?



The Shopping List



Boxes & No Lines



The Functional View



Stormtroopers



The Airline Route Map



Generically True



The Logical View



Missing technology details



Deployment vs Execution Context



Homeless Old C# Object (HOCO)



Choose your own adventure



Should have used a whiteboard!



Eh?



The Art of 
Visualising 
Software 

Architecture



Who here uses UML 

on a regular basis?



9 out of 10 people 

don’t use UML 
(in my experience)



I do use UML 
(activity, class, sequence, collaboration, state)



Collaborative design 
(e.g. pair architecting)



Some notation tips…

Titles 
Short and meaningful, numbered if 

diagram order is important

Lines 
Favour unidirectional arrows, add 

descriptive text to provide 
additional information

Layout 
Sticky notes and index cards make a 

great substitute for drawn boxes, 
especially early on

Labels 
Be wary of using acronyms, especially 
those related to the business/domain 

that you work in

Colour 
Ensure that colour coding 

is made explicit; watch out for 
colour-blindness and 
black/white printers

Orientation 
Most important thing in the middle; 

be consistent across diagrams

Shapes 
Don’t assume that people will 

understand what different shapes 
are being used for

Keys 
Explain shapes, lines, colours, 

borders, acronyms, etc

Responsibilities 
Adding responsibilities to boxes can 
provide a nice “at a glance” view 

(Miller’s Law; 7±2)



It’s usually difficult to 
show the entire design on 

a single diagram

Different views of 
the design can be used to 
manage complexity and 

highlight different 
aspects of the solution



Software architecture deals with 
abstraction, with decomposition and 

composition, with style and esthetics. 

To describe a software 
architecture, we use a 

model composed of multiple 
views or perspectives.

Architectural Blueprints—The “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture 
by Philippe Kruchten





Viewpoints 
and 

perspectives



Do the names 
of those views make sense?

Development vs Physical
Process vs Functional
Conceptual vs Logical

Development vs Implementation
Physical vs Implementation

Physical vs Deployment



Would you 

code 
it that way?



As an industry, we lack a 
common vocabulary 

with which to think about, describe 
and communicate software architecture



Floor 
plans



Circuit 
diagrams 
(pictorial or schematic)



http://agilemodeling.com/artifacts/componentDiagram.htm



A software system is made up of one or more containers, 

each of which contains one or more components, 

which in turn are implemented by one or more classes.

Class Class Class

Component Component Component

Container 
(e.g. web application, application server, standalone application, 

browser, database, file system, etc)

Container 
(e.g. web application, application server, standalone application, 

browser, database, file system, etc)

Container 
, application server, standalone application, 

browser, database, file system, etc)

Software System



Static 
model 

(software systems, 
containers, components 

and classes)  

Runtime and 
behaviour 

(sequence and collaboration 
diagrams of elements in the 

static model)

Deployment 
(mapping of containers 

to infrastructure)

Business process 
and workflow

Infrastructure 
(physical, virtual, 

containerised hardware; 
firewalls, routers, etc)

Data 
(entity relationship 

diagrams)
etc…



The C4 model

Classes (or Code) 
Component or pattern implementation details

System Context 
The system plus users and system dependencies

Containers 
The overall shape of the architecture and technology choices

Components 
Logical components and their interactions within a container



Diagrams are maps 
that help a team navigate a complex codebase



Think about the 

target 
audience

Non-technical Semi-technical Very technical



A common set of 
abstractions 

is more important than 
a common notation



techtribes.je

bit.ly/sa4d-techtribesje



Component 
diagram 

(level 3)

Container 
diagram 

(level 2)

Context 
diagram 

(level 1)

Class 
diagram 

(level 4)



Component 
diagram 

(level 3)

Container 
diagram 

(level 2)

Context 
diagram 

(level 1)

Class 
diagram 

(level 4)



Component 
diagram 

(level 3)

Container 
diagram 

(level 2)

Context 
diagram 

(level 1)

Class 
diagram 

(level 4)



A simple notation 
(whiteboard and sticky note friendly, 
supplemented with colour coding)

techtribes.je 
[Software System] 

techtribes.je is the only way to keep up to 
date with the IT, tech and digital sector in 

Jersey and Guernsey, Channel Islands.

Anonymous User 
[Person] 

Anybody on the web.

Twitter Connector 
[Component: Spring Bean + Twitter4j] 

Retrieves profile information and tweets 
(using the REST and Streaming APIs).

Web Application 
[Container: Apache Tomcat 7.x] 

Allows users to view people, tribes, content, 
events, jobs, etc from the local tech, digital 

and IT sector.



Shapes and colour can add an additional layer of information



C4++ 
Enterprise context 

User interface mockups and wireframes 
Domain model 

Sequence and collaboration diagrams 
Business process and workflow models 

Infrastructure model 
Deployment model 

...



4+1 architectural view model 

Philippe Kruchten

Software Systems Architecture 
Working with Stakeholders Using 

Viewpoints and Perspectives (2nd Edition) 

Nick Rozanski and Eoin Woods



Software 
architecture 

vs code



Abstraction 
is about reducing detail 
rather than creating a different representation



Does your code reflect the 

abstractions 
that you think about?



“the model-code gap”





“architecturally-evident 
coding style”



Architecturally-evident 
coding styles include: 

Annotations/attributes (@Component, [Component], etc)  

Naming conventions (*Service) 

Namespacing/packaging 
(com.mycompany.system.components.*) 

Maven modules, OSGi modules, Java 9 and 
Jigsaw, JavaScript module patterns, 

ECMAScript 6 modules, microservices, etc



Would you code 
it that way? 

(make sure your diagram reflects 
your implementation intent)



Redraw your diagrams 

Think about the diagrams you’ve seen, 
the feedback given and the C4 approach 

(context, containers and one component diagram)



Design 
discussions?



Much easier to 

compare 
solutions



C4 is not a 
design process



Up front design 
vs 

retrospectively 
drawing diagrams



Tools for 
creating 
diagrams



Tools?



Do building architects 
use Microsoft Visio?



Sketches get out of date, 
so why not 

auto-generate 
the diagrams?



Diagramming tools see 

packages 
and classes 

rather than components



What is a 

“component”?



Spring PetClinic 
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-petclinic/

3-profiles-
jdbc-

default-(JPA)-
Spring-Data-JPA-

Repository 

Service @Cacheable-
@TransacGonal-

Controller 
Bean-ValidaGon-

Spring-@MVC-annotaGons-

Views 

Bootstrap-(CSS)-

JSP-with--
custom-tags- Thymeleaf-

Dandelion-webjars-

| | 

&& && + 

https://speakerdeck.com/michaelisvy/
spring-petclinic-sample-application



An auto-
generated 
UML class 
diagram



What are the 
architecturally 

significant 
elements?



A UML class diagram showing 
architecturally significant elements



A component 
diagram, 

based upon 
the code



The code is the 

embodiment 
of the architecture



Is the architecture 
in the code?



In practice, architecture is 

embodied and recoverable 
from code, and many 

languages provide architecture-
level views of the system.

A Survey of Architecture Description Languages 
by Paul C. Clements



Context

Software 
Systems 

Integration points, APIs, 
known libraries, credentials 
for inbound consumers, etc.

Containers 
IDE projects/modules, build 

output (code and 
infrastructure), etc.

People 
Security groups/roles in 
configuration files, etc.

Components 
Extractable from the code if 
an architecturally-evident 

coding style has been 
adopted.



Containers

Software 
Systems 

Integration points, APIs, 
known libraries, credentials 
for inbound consumers, etc.

Containers 
IDE projects/modules, build 

output (code and 
infrastructure), etc.

People 
Security groups/roles in 
configuration files, etc.

Components 
Extractable from the code if 
an architecturally-evident 

coding style has been 
adopted.



Components

Software 
Systems 

Integration points, APIs, 
known libraries, credentials 
for inbound consumers, etc.

Containers 
IDE projects/modules, build 

output (code and 
infrastructure), etc.

People 
Security groups/roles in 
configuration files, etc.

Components 
Extractable from the code if 
an architecturally-evident 

coding style has been 
adopted.



Extract as much of the software 
architecture from the code as possible, 

and supplement 
where necessary



Create an architecture 
description language 

using code



Structurizr for Java 
Structurizr for .NET





What is Structurizr?







Spring PetClinic 
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-petclinic/

3-profiles-
jdbc-

default-(JPA)-
Spring-Data-JPA-

Repository 

Service @Cacheable-
@TransacGonal-

Controller 
Bean-ValidaGon-

Spring-@MVC-annotaGons-

Views 

Bootstrap-(CSS)-

JSP-with--
custom-tags- Thymeleaf-

Dandelion-webjars-

| | 

&& && + 

https://speakerdeck.com/michaelisvy/
spring-petclinic-sample-application







“Component Finder” 
with pluggable strategies, 

implemented using 
reflection & static analysis 

(e.g. Java Annotations, .NET Attributes, 
type name ends with “Controller”, 

type extends class X, type implements interface Y, 
supplement model with type-level comments 

from source code, etc)













Spring PetClinic  
- Web Application  

- Components





Navigate from diagram to source code



Diagrams are maps







Creating the model as code provides opportunities…



Once you have a model, 
you can export that 

model and visualise it 
however you like…









Build pipeline 
integration keeps 

software architecture 
models up-to-date



Software 
architecture 

really is 

for developers 

:-)



The value 
of sketches



The C4 sketches 
are a great way to 

communicate 

software architecture



Every 
software developer 
should know how to 

sketch



Architecture sketching 
assists with having 

better conversations



Architecture sketching 
assists with 

collective ownership 
of the code



Architecture sketches 
are not 

comprehensive 
models



Architecture 
sketches 

are not art 
(although they can be!)



Leave your 
sketches 
on the wall



Pictures 
are the simplest form 

of documentation



Communicating design

Agree upon a 

common 
set of 

abstractions

System context, 
containers, 
components 

and classes

Sketches are like 

maps

Ensure that your 

sketches reflect 
reality



Documenting 
software



“ ”
Working software 

over 

comprehensive 
documentation

Manifesto for Agile Software Development, 2001



The need for 
documentation



Should software be 

documented?



There are many libraries in the middle-tier; are they components?

It looks like there are multiple architectural layers.

There’s a web application.

There are some WCF service references.

Lots of C# code!



The code 
doesn’t tell 

the 
whole story



Tribal 
knowledge

“just talk!”
“diagrams and documents 

are just props 
for conversations”



The bus factor 
(it’s not just about buses though!)

Do you know 
how X works?

No idea what 
you’re talking about...



The software 
guidebook



Functional 
Overview 

What does the system do?

Quality 
Attributes 

Are there any significant 
non-functional 
requirements?

Constraints 
Are there any significant 

constraints?

Principles 
What design and 

development principles 
have been adopted?

Software 
Architecture 

What does the big picture 
look like and how is the 

system structured?

Infrastructure 
Architecture 
What does the target 

deployment 
environment look like?

Deployment 
What is the mapping 

between software and 
infrastructure?

Operation 
& Support 

How will people operate 
and support the system?

Context 
What is this all about?

External 
Interfaces 

What are the external 
system interfaces?

Code 
Are there any 

implementation details 
you need to explain?

Data 
What does the data model 
look like and where is it 

being stored?



Software 

Architecture 

Document

1. A summary of the context 
and architectural drivers 

(requirements, constraints and principles)

2. A high-level description of the 
software architecture and the rationale 

(containers, components, etc)

3. A high-level description 
of the deployment and 
operational concerns



Software 

Architecture 

Document

Guidebook

Maps 

Sights and 
itineraries 

History and 
culture 

Practical 
information



Documentation should 

describe what 

the code doesn’t



Context



Functional Overview
Functional Overview

Functional Overview



Quality Attributes

Performance 

The search user story must return a response in le
ss than 

5 seconds. 

Scalability 

The system must support 50 concurrent users. 

Availability 

Security 

Disaster Recovery 

Accessibility 

Monitoring 

Management 

Audit 

Flexibility, Extensi
bility, Maintainability 

Interoperability 

Legal, Regulatory, Compliance 

Internationalization
 

The UI will be delivered in E
nglish only. 

Localisation



Constraints 

System must be deployed on 
Java 5. 

Must use existing Oracle 10g database license
s. 

When communicating with system X, must use the 

internal Bank System Exchange XML schema (available 

at http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd).

http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd
http://intranet/bsexml/v1.0/schema.xsd


Principles 

Use the organisation-wide coding standard
s. 

No data access logi
c in view components. 

All business logic should be placed in the 

middle-tier, with unit test coverage o
f core parts. 

Architectural layers should only depend 

on lower layers. 

Principles

Principles



Software Architecture

Software Architecture



External Interfaces
Technology, formats 

and protocols 

Service-level 
agreements 

Ownership 

Release cycle 
and versioning 

…



Code



Data 

Entity relationship diagrams. 

How is data stored, archived, backed-up, etc? 

How much data 
(including logs) 

does the system have?



Infrastructure 

Architecture



Deployment The mapping of 
containers to 
infrastructure



Operation and 

Support



Development 
Environment 

How do we set up a 
development environment? 

What software and tools do 
we need?



Decision Log 

Why was technology X 
selected? 

Why was technology Y 
not selected?

Security 

How are security requirements 

handled across the architecture? 

Authentication, authorisation, 

confidentiality, etc
. 

Separation of conc
erns, credential 

storage, sandboxes
, etc.



How much of the document is 

up to date and relevant?



The software guidebook is 

living and 

evolving



Product 
vs 

project



Microsoft 
Word?





How long? 
(something I can read in 1-2 hours, 

with a coffee, to get a good starting 
point to jump into the code)



Documenting software

The code doesn’t tell 

the whole story

A software 

guidebook 
can act as a lightweight 
piece of supplementary 

documentation

Describe what you 

can’t get 
from the code

Documentation should 

reflect products 
rather than projects



Agility 
and the essence of 

software architecture



Agility



Agile is about 

moving fast, embracing 
change, releasing often, 

getting feedback, etc

plus some 

fluffy stuff



Delivering software 
in an agile way 

doesn’t guarantee 
that the resulting 

software architecture 
is agile



What does 

“agility” 
mean?



John Boyd, US Air Force

Observe Orient

Act Decide



Agility is relative 
and time-based



An agile software architecture 

easily reacts 
to change 

within its environment



A good 
architecture 

enables 
agility



Monolithic 
architecture

Service-based 
architecture 

(SOA, micro-services, etc)

Something in between 
(components)



Agility 
is a 

quality attribute



Inspect 
and 

Adapt



Think about how to align the 

software 
architecture 

and the 

code



A simple 
and explicit 
mapping assists with 

understanding, 
refactoring, etc



Software architecture 

in the software 
development 

life cycle



When should the software 
architecture role be involved in 

a software project? 

What should it do?



The software architecture 
role should be engaged 

throughout the 
entire delivery cycle



AaaS ... architecture as a service

Software development is not a 

relay sport
Software 

Architecture 

Document



The “Waterfall” Model

Test

Design

Analysis

Requirements

Code



Rational Unified Process (RUP)

TransitionConstructionElaborationSkills 

Business Modelling 

Requirements 

Analysis & Design 

Implementation 

Test 

Deployment 

Configuration Management 

Project Management 

Environment

Inception



Agile (e.g. Scrum)

Skills 

Business Modelling 

Requirements 

Analysis & Design 

Implementation 

Test 

Deployment 

Configuration Management 

Project Management 

Environment

Sprint 1 Sprint 2 Sprint 3



Firm 
foundations



How much up front design should you do?

Big design up front?

Emergent design? 
(or none, depending on 

your viewpoint!)

Something in between?

Waterfall Disciplined Agile 
Delivery



“just enough”



How much is 

“too little”?

How much is 

“too much”?



Analysis 
or 

coding?



Just enough up front design to 

understand the 
structure 

of the software and 

create a 
shared vision 

for the team



Base your architecture on 
requirements, travel light 

and prove your architecture 
with concrete experiments.

Base your architecture on 
requirements, travel light 

and prove your architecture 
with concrete experiments.

Base your architecture on 
requirements, travel light 

and prove your architecture 
with concrete experiments.

Scott Ambler 
http://www.agilemodeling.com/essays/agileArchitecture.htm



Web tier

Concrete 
experiments 
(prototype, proof 
of concept or 

production code)

Middle tier

Database tier



What is architecturally 

significant?

Costly to 
change

Complex New



An example timeline from 

“Beyond Retrospectives” 
by Linda Rising 

#gotocon Aarhus 2011



You need to 

identify and mitigate 

your highest priority 

risks



Probability
Im

pa
ct

Low (1) Medium (2) High (3)

Lo
w

 (
1)

M
ed

iu
m
 (

2)
H
igh

 (
3)

1 2

2 4

3

3 6

6

9



Who looks after the risks 
on your software projects?



Like estimates, 
risks are 

subjective



Game Storming 
A Playbook for Innovators, Rulebreakers, and Changemakers 

Dave Gray, Sunni Brown, James Macanufo



Risk-storming

A collaborative and visual technique for identifying risk



You still need to 
deal with the risks 

(mitigation strategies include hiring people, 
undertaking proof of concept 

and changing your architecture)



Does your architecture 

work? 
(write code and test early if needed)



Risks 

Identify and mitigate 
the highest priority 

risks. 

Risk-storming 
and concrete 
experiments.

Vision 

Create and 
communicate a 

vision for the team 
to work with. 

Context, container 
and component 

diagrams.

Structure 

Understand the 
significant structural 
elements and how 
they fit together, 
based upon the 

architectural drivers. 

Design and 
decomposition down 

to containers and 
components.

Just enough up front design 

to create firm foundations 

for the software product and its delivery



The software architecture role and 

the process of software architecting are 

different



From chaos to self-organising

Dedicated 
software architect 

Single point of responsibility for 
the technical aspects of the 

software project

Everybody is a 
software architect 

Joint responsibility for the 
technical aspects of the 

software project

The software architecture role



Software 

Architecture 

Document
From big design up front to evolutionary

The process of software architecting

Big up front design 

Requirements capture, analysis 
and design complete before 

coding starts

Evolutionary 
architecture 

The architecture evolves 
secondary to the value created 

by early regular releases of 
working software

/// <summary> 
/// Represents the behaviour behind the ... 
/// </summary> 
public class SomeWizard : AbstractWizard 
{ 
    private DomainObject _object; 
    private WizardPage _page; 
    private WizardController _controller; 

    public SomeWizard() 
    { 
    } 

    ... 

}



/// <summary> 
/// Represents the behaviour behind the ... 
/// </summary> 
public class SomeWizard : AbstractWizard 
{ 
    private DomainObject _object; 
    private WizardPage _page; 
    private WizardController _controller; 

    public SomeWizard() 
    { 
    } 

    ... 

}

Just enough 
up front design 
to create firm 
foundations 

for the 
software product 
and its delivery 

(structure, vision, risks)

The role

The process
Software 

Architecture 
Document



Requirements

Context, Containers 
and  Components

How long?

1. Current SituationWe have an existing Internet Banking offering that allows customers to securely view 

information about their bank accounts held with us via the web. Although we were one of the 

first to market with such a product, the system itself is a number of years old now and a series 

of problems has been identified during a consulting exercise that we recently initiated. In 

summary:

• The system only provides customers with read-only access to information about their 

bank accounts. This includes account balances, recent transactions and recent 

statements.
• The information presented to customers is slightly out-of-date, because information from 

the core banking system is exported to the website on a nightly basis.

• Transactional requests are not possible through the site, with customers instead sending 

a secure message to the call centre with their request instead. This process is open to 

abuse and fraud.• The number of features supported by the offering is limited.

• The technology is no longer seen as “leading edge”, is hard to enhance and costly to 

maintain. In addition, the technology has reached “end of life” and is no longer 

proactively supported by the vendor.

• The system doesn’t meet current website accessibility standards.

In a recent survey, our Internet Banking system was perceived as poor in terms of the user 

experience and the level of information available through the website. With our competitors 

now offering fully transactional systems, there is a risk that we will lose business.

2. Vision
The board have given us the go-ahead to initiate a project to replace the current Internet 

Banking system, which will need to coincide with the corporate rebranding that will be taking 

place in 12 weeks. The replacement system should:• Provide customers with real-time access to information about their bank accounts.

• Provide customers with the ability to perform common transactions through the website. 

This includes making payments, setting up standing orders, transferring money and so on.

• Provide customers with a rich user experience.

• Meet current website accessibility standards.

• Be developed using the new corporate website design guidelines.

Big Bank plc
Internet Banking System



Estimates?



Agility and the essence of 
software architecture 

(creating agile software systems in an agile way)

Sketches 
for early and quick 

up front design

Aligning software 
architecture and code 

for increased modularity plus 
easier inspect and adapt loops

Software 
architecture 

as code 
for models that are 
continuously kept 

up to date

Risk-storming 
for identifying your 
highest priority risks

A ubiquitous 
language 

for good communication 
and moving fast

The C4 model and simple 
software architecture diagrams



Agility and the essence of 
software architecture

The software 
architecture role 

is essential 

throughout

Understand the 

structure 
of what you’re 

building

Identify and mitigate 
your highest priority 

risks
Create a vision 

for the team to follow



youDo whatever works for



Thanks!
simon.brown@codingthearchitecture.com 

@simonbrown on Twitter


